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1. Short Summary 

This document provides an overview on the state of the art in supporting and 
managing change/evolution in solutions based on Model Driven Engineering 
(MDE). This includes techniques that provide support for (meta)model extension 
as well as techniques for coherence and (in)consistency management between 
models, metamodels, and other artifacts usually considered in MDE processes. 

2. Acronyms and Terminology 
 
AOM  Aspect-Oriented Modeling 
DSML  Domain-Specific Modeling Language 
EMF  Eclipse Modeling Framework 
MDA  Model Driven Architecture 
MDE  Model Driven Engineering 
MOF  Meta Object Facility 
QVT  Query/View/Transformation 
UML  Unified Modeling Language 
XXX  XXX 
 

3. Introduction 

In any computer science domain, efficiently managing change and evolution is 
fundamental. This is particularly true in Software Engineering [72] areas such as 
Model Driven Engineering (MDE), in which not only source code is subject to 
modifications but also metamodels and their corresponding models as key assets 
in MDE-based processes. For example, a reason can be the need to capture a 
broader part of a domain within a DSML, such that the target group of customers 
for a software company can be made wider. However, more generally, 
(meta)models are normally evolving as part of their regular maturation process 
along the time. Following the definition from [20], the “evolution of a (meta)model 
consists of the initial (meta)model and a number of ‘difference models’ in such a 
way the final (meta)model is obtained by applying all the modifications to the 
original one”. Thus, evolution can be considered as the application of several 
consecutive changes to an existing (meta)model in order to finally obtain a new 
(meta)model. 

While models can sometimes be adapted (manually) in order to follow or guide 
changes in a software system, dealing with metamodel evolution is always a 
complex issue. Moreover, changing a metamodel also very frequently implies 
modifying accordingly the corresponding language and/or tooling support (e.g. 
concrete syntaxes, editors, frameworks) which is often very time- and effort- 
consuming. As summarized in [117], metamodel evolution can consist of different 
types of adaptations. Construction changes add elements to the metamodel, 
while Destruction removes elements. A third type is Refactoring, which refers to 
changes that preserve the original semantics of the metamodel. Techniques that 
enable evolution in existing modeling environments generally focus on 
Construction changes on metamodels, usually also referred to as metamodel 
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extensions (although so-called extension approaches are actually more generic 
than that, as seen later in this document). 

Thus (meta)model extension is a base requirement in an evolution context, in 
order to provide support for adding new concepts or elements while still relying 
on an already existing (meta)model definition and related tooling. Also, having 
the corresponding support for preserving the coherence between all the 
associated artefacts is very important. In the particular context of extension, 
being able to reuse existing content (i.e. import) and to support newly added 
content is the minimum. However, adding capabilities for managing 
(in)consistencies between all the related metamodels, models and even software 
artefacts (e.g. source code) would bring significant benefits. Indeed, all forms of 
changes in metamodels and corresponding models can potentially lead to 
inconsistencies. While it is often not necessary or not possible to maintain a full 
consistency throughout the whole process at any point in time, there is often a 
need to manage occurring inconsistencies in order to ensure a sufficient 
consistency level in case it is actually required. 

This document provides an overview on the state of the art on principles and 
techniques supporting (meta)model extension and evolution as well as related 
(in)consistency management problems. Section 0 focuses on the extension issue 
as a base aspect of the MoNoGe project. Then Section 5 proposes a 
complementary view from the wider perspective of evolution. Section 6 is 
intended to present coherence management problems in this extension/evolution 
context. Finally, Section 7 concludes by summarizing the overall situation and 
opening on some related important challenges to be tackled.  
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4. (Meta)Model Extension: a General State-of-the-Art 
 
When talking about (meta)model extension in a general sense, the first idea 
immediately coming to mind concerns the different elementary operations that 
can be performed in this context. Intuitively, it is principally about adding, deleting 
or updating a concept/element (e.g., a class in the UML terminology), an attribute 
(of a primitive type such as string, integer, etc.) or a reference (to another 
concept/element). Moreover, it seems fundamental to clearly make the distinction 
between extension at the metamodel level, generally impacting the related 
models accordingly, and extension at the model level where modifications can 
occur without necessarily requiring changing the corresponding metamodel(s). 

At a higher level, two main global ways of extending a (meta)model can be 
considered and possibly combined. Brand new concepts/elements can be 
specified (from scratch) or already existing ones, coming from other 
(meta)models, can be rather reused. Also, such an extension can be defined 
either statically (e.g., manually beforehand) or dynamically (e.g., by runtime 
computation). 

In any case, it is generally admitted that, in a standard extension process, 
the related models have to fully conform to the corresponding (extended) 
metamodels. However, what about also thinking of extension in a less 
constrained way? One may want to extend a (meta)model without actually caring 
about its actual conformance to a given (extended) (meta)metamodel. In this 
particular context, the notions of “free” extension or partial conformance could be 
envisioned and relevant. 
 
Exploring the reference literature on MDE (e.g. [107], [64], [12], [84], [42]), the 
very first comment is that (meta)model extension is regularly mentioned as a 
fundamental problem in this field and its concrete application to the industry. 
Quite often, it is restricted to an extension by class refinement/inheritance issue. 
However, there are relatively few initiatives or papers describing more generic 
and powerful extension approaches. Most of the proposed solutions are usually 
domain, tool or metamodel-specific and there is no actual general mechanism 
commonly used in all contexts. What are the main reasons for this? 

Also taking a look to similar problems in the database world, as an older 
and more consolidated field sharing some bases with MDE, it appears that 
(schema) extension is not really a relevant or deeply considered issue. But 
(schema) evolution and even more (schema) integration are (cf. [9] for instance). 
Does this mean something from our MDE perspective? 

In the last 15 years, following the development and dissemination of MDE 
principles and techniques, there have been several people working directly or 
indirectly on this topic of (meta)model extension. Some approaches, standards or 
tools have emerged, generally proposing their own ad-hoc extension 
mechanisms or simply referring to the need for one. The following pages are 
listing and detailing more these various aspects that we think are interesting and 
relevant in the context of MoNoGe. 

4.1. Research Approaches for Extension 

 
The related work in this area of “extension” includes various proposals or 
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approaches on (meta)model or language composition, DSL (extensibility) 
patterns, etc. 

4.1.1. (Meta)model Composition 

 
From the earlier ages of Modeling in the MDE sense, metamodel composition 
has been identified as a key but complex feature to offer. Model composition is 
notably involved when different models are used to represent different aspects of 
a complex system, so that the system’s complexity can be more easily managed 
by developers and analysis tools. 
 

 

Figure 1 Aspect-oriented model composition 
 
Model composition is also considered when the modeling task is distributed 
among team members. There is a base model, from which two other models are 
derived by two different modelers, bringing two altered or augmented version of 
the base model. The goal of the model composition task is to obtain a new base 
model (called Base). This new model has to contain the base model and the 
changes made by the modelers in the version A and B. 
 

 

Figure 2 Concurrent model composition  

 
When composing models, users usually have a clear idea of the content that 
should be reflected in the composed model. Unfortunately, tools can only deal 
with the representations of the models. Thus, the gap between the specification 
of the composition at the semantic level and its expression at the syntactic level 
is the main problem behind model composition. In general, model composition 
can be defined as the act of combining two models into a single one, as depicted 
in the next figure. Approaches to implement this overall concept differ on how 
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models are actually composed, which (modeling) languages or metamodels are 
supported (e.g. UML2), which technological spaces and tools/techniques are 
considered (e.g. Java, XMI, EMF). 
 

 
Figure 3 Model composition 

 

4.1.1.1. Various (Meta)Model Composition Approaches  

 
In [71], the authors were discussing the general problem of composing various 
metamodels. Notably, in order to deal with the limitations of UML as they 
consider it (cf. section 4.2 for more content about the UML standard and related 
ones), they proposed to extend it with three new operators specifically intended 
to (UML) metamodel composition: 

 Equivalence operator, to specify a full union between two UML Classes 
(two UML classes then become a single one); 

 Implementation inheritance operator, to inherit of all parent’s attributes + 
the containment associations (i.e. the parent being the container); 

 Interface inheritance operator, to inherit only from the non-containment 
associations (i.e. the parent not being the container). 

These new operators and implementing tooling (relying on GME, cf. section 
4.3) were also being described and concretely illustrated in the context of 
embedded software development in [63]. 
 
Extending OMG MOF this time [134], [119] proposed to add a new operator for 
composing so-called “metamodel components” basically offering sets of 
(required) import and (provided) export interfaces on MOF classes. Then, 
“interface bindings” can be established to combine together several “metamodel 
components” via their respective interfaces. Additional constraints can be defined 
on the components or their composition to ensure various semantic properties 
such as compositionality, consistency, etc. 
 
Also based on the study of some of the most commonly used mechanisms 
notably in OMG standards (e.g. UML metamodel/package merge or class 
refinement, metamodel components/interfacing), [36] proposed another approach 
to deal with metamodel composition called Template Instantiation. As indicated 
by its name, it basically consists in instantiating common metamodeling patterns 
(defined as so-called metamodel templates) in a specific metamodel context. 
This actual instantiation is realized interactively with the user via a Template 
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Instantiator tool (relying on GME, cf. section 4.3). Among the possible patterns, 
composition hierarchies (composite vs. atomic elements), state charts, data flow 
graphs or proxies are notably cited. But the library of available patterns can be 
extended when relevant and needed. The main issue/limitation mentioned is the 
one of the composite metamodel semantics. A proposition is to also provide a 
library of “Semantic Units” the users could rely on to (semi-)automatically 
establish the semantics of the composition. 
 
In [90], Pottinger and Bernstein presented an algorithm for model merging, where 
the merge outputs satisfy some preservative requirements which are:  

 Element preservation: each element in the input models has a 
corresponding element in the composed model. 

 Equality preservation: two elements are represented by the same element 
in the composed model if and only if they are declared equals (equality 
mappings being transitive).  

 Relationship preservation: each relationship present in the input models is 
explicitly or implicitly in the composed model. 

 Similarity preservation: elements declared similar to another retain their 
separate identity in the composed model and are related to each other by 
some relationship. 

 Metamodel preservation: the composed model satisfies all constraints of 
the metametamodel. 

 Extraneous item prohibition: No additional elements or relationship are in 
the composed model. 

 Property preservation: An element in the composed model has a given 
property if and only if one of the elements it comes from (either from input 
models or mappings) has this property. 

 Value preference: Value is given according to the mapping element first (if 
it has the considered property), then to the preferred model (if specified) 
and finally to the other model. 

 
In [13], the authors shared their own experience and solutions for model 
composition in order to try to come up with common definitions in this area. Thus, 
three tools and corresponding approaches are being presented: 

 AMW, relying on model weaving to represent links between models and 
on model transformation to compute or process them; 

 GGT, implementing the concept of Glue (composition) between EJB 
platform-specific models (PSMs); 

 EML, based on a model merging language extending both a model 
comparison and model transformation (sub)language. 

In addition to core MDE definitions, other ones are provided for the 
“metamodel extension”, “compose” and “merge” generic operations. More tools 
of the same type than the ones previously mentioned (or deriving/inspiring from 
them) are also introduced in section 4.3. 
 
In [79], Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM) allows a system to be modeled with the 
following viewpoints: security, persistence, reliability and business (called base or 
primary viewpoint in AOM literature). The resulting models contain only the 
information related to the concern they model. This limits the essential complexity 
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presented to a specialist and makes the models suitable for analysis. It is 
eventually necessary to compose these models into an integrated one. Such a 
composed model can be used to analyze consistency among models, uncover 
undesired behaviors or simply feed a code generator. 
 
In [52], a model composition approach is presented in the context of dealing with 
model modularization. However, it could also relevant in the scope of 
(language/model) extension. The Reuseware model composition framework is 
bringing: 

 A component (meta)model for representing the language/model 
components and interfaces; 

 A composition language to allow defining both the components and the 
composition between them; 

 A Composition Technique (a runtime) to actually “execute” the specified 
composition.  

This approach is also applying Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) techniques 
to Modeling (AOM). 
 
MoMENT is a model management framework that provides a set of generic 
“composition” operators to deal with models [15]. MoMENT relies on an algebraic 
language, Maude [22] to specify these operators. To use such operators on a 
given metamodel, one has to provide them with a module, called signature, 
specifying the constructs of the metamodel. Once the generic operator is 
instantiated with a signature, it becomes metamodel specific, in the sense that 
the specialized operator can be applied to any model conforming to the 
metamodel whose signature has been used for the instantiation. MoMENT 
provides a generic merge operator which is defined as the disjoint union of the 
two input models, that is, the elements of the first input model and elements of 
the second input model, without duplicated elements. It is worth noting that 
MoMENT enables the customization with QVT [138] transformations in order to 
take into account the specificities of a (meta)model. 

Rational Software Architect (RSA) is a UML2 modeling tool. RSA provides a 
wizard that allows users to structurally combine two models [73]. The 
composition of models is made asymmetrically, in the sense than one of the 
models (called destination) will be modified according to the content of the other 
model (the source model). The composition of two models proceeds like the 
following: 

 The users align the two model structures (ASTs) by mapping elements 
from model A to model B ("drawing" relationship between them). The tool 
proposes also some consistency checking features.  

 The users have the possibility to override the name of any element of the 
abstract tree of the source model.  

 The users can then choose, for each pair of mapped elements, what 
values they want for the properties of the resulting element (for example, 
name and abstractness).. 

Once these steps are completed, a list of deltas (model changes) is generated 
and is applied to the destination model being the result of the model combination. 
For two models that have the same ancestor model, a comparison to the 
common ancestor can automatically apply two-way and three-way merges. 
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TReMer+ is a framework for merging incomplete and inconsistent views 
proposed by Easterbrook et al. [99,85]. The merge presented in this framework is 
based on a category theoretic concept called colimit.  
A category is an algebraic structure made of objects and mappings, each of 
these connecting a pair of objects. Mappings express ways in which the structure 
of an object maps onto the structure of the other object. In the case of this 
framework, objects from the category are models and mappings are the 
relationships between the structures of these models. A set of objects from 
category and a subset of the possible mappings between them can be 
represented using an interconnection diagram, as shown in the figure below. 
The colimit of an interconnection diagram is a new object (recall that in this 
framework, objects are models, and not model elements), called the colimiting 
object, and a family of mappings, one from each objects from the interconnection 
diagram onto the colimiting object. Since mappings express how an object is 
mapped onto another, this colimiting object is the merge of the objects in the 
interconnection diagram, and the mappings provided by the colimit express how 
the objects from the interconnection diagram (that is the input models) maps onto 
the colimiting object (the merged model). In summary, to merge a set of models, 
it needs to be expressed in an interconnection diagram, how these models are 
related. On that basis the merged model can be computed. 
 
Kompose [93] [41] is one of the approaches that do not require mappings to 
compose models. Instead, the relationships between model are inferred (and 
kept implicit) by comparing elements signature. A signature is a set of values 
extracted from model elements properties values, such as its name or its type. 
Two elements are considered matching if their signatures are equal. Matching 
elements are merged into a single element and contents of these matching 
elements are compared and then merged.  
This approach is subject to two issues conflicts and misalignment. Conflicts occur 
when two elements have a matching signature, but differ on some properties that 
are not part of the signature. Misalignment is the phenomenon where two 
elements present the same signature but do not represent the same concept 
(this misalignment is called mismatch) or, on the opposite, two elements do not 
present the same signature, but represent the same concept (in that case, we 
talk about misidentification). The framework is applied to Ecore (meta)models 
composition and to RDBSchema models compositions. 
 
Modeling Aspects using a Transformation Approach (MATA) [91,120] is a 
radically different approach than the approaches described so far. The 
composition is asymmetric, as one model plays the role of base model while the 
other is seen as an aspect. Nonetheless the aspect model is designed using the 
same concrete syntax as the base model. The composition is interpreted as a 
graph transformation to be applied on the base model.  
Hence, the aspect model is made of two overlapping parts: a pattern and a 
composition specification. The pattern is used to find location in the base model 
where the composition specification will be applied, resulting in the base model 
being modified by the aspect model. 
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The application of the aspect model to the base model is achieved in two phases. 
First, a match of the pattern has to be found in the base model and then, this 
match is modified accordingly to the composition specification. 
 

4.1.1.2. Comparing (Meta)Model Composition 
Approaches 

 
The presented approaches are summarized in the following table. The most 
remarkable result of the comparison is that only some of the considered 
approaches includes a match, i.e. does not rely on external information about 
how the elements from both models belong to each other. Apart from that most 
approaches provide prototypes. 

Approach Implement
ation 
exists 

Prototype 
publicly 
available 

Output 
(new, or 
merge into 
an input 
model) 

Inherent 
match 

Merge Language
s / 
technical 
spaces 
supported 

GME [71] 
[63] √ (based on 

GME) 
√ New 

“model” 
created 

- - UML 
models 

MOFLON 
(formal) 
[119] 

- - Combinatio
n of the two 
metamodel
s 

- - MOF-
based 
(meta)mod
els 

Template 
Instantiatio
n [36] 

√ (based on 
GME) 

√ New 
“model” 
created 

- √ UML 
models 

Reuseware 
[52] √ (based on 

eclipse) 
√ New model 

created 
√ √ EMF-based 

models 

RSA [73] 
√  √ 

(commercia
l tool) 

“merge 
into” 

Only for 
versioning, 
NOT for 
composisti
on 

√ UML2 
models 

Pottinger et 
al. [90] - - Both 

allowed 
- √ No 

constraints 
on 
modeling 
language 

Atlas Model 
Weaver 
(AMW) [24] 

√ (based on 
eclipse) 

√ (open 
source 
framework) 

New model 
created 

- √ ECORE 
based 
models 

MoMENT 
[15] √ (based on 

eclipse) 
√ New model 

created 
- √ ECORE 

based 
models 

TReMer+ 
[99] [85] √  √ New model 

created 
√ 
[Nejati2012] 

√ Proprietary 
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Kompose 
[93] [41] √  (based on 

Kermeta/ 
eclipse) 

√ New model 
created 

√ √ ECORE 
(meta)mod
els only 

MATA [91] 
[120] √ (based on 

IBM 
Rational 
Software 
Modeler) 

- “merge 
into” 

- √ UML  

Table 1 Summary of (meta)model composition approaches  (√ = criterion fulfilled, , √ [...] = 
criterion fulfilled for the listed approaches, - = criterion not fulfilled, ? = not enough information 

available for rating)  

 

4.1.2. DSL Extension 

 
As modeling languages and DSLs definition notably rely on metamodels (i.e. for 
the abstract syntax specification), several (many) of the (meta)model composition 
approaches or techniques described previously have been concretely applied or 
are directly applicable/relevant to the more general problem of DSL extension. 
Thus, there are different examples of such more specific relations with the 
extension problem in this particular DSL context. 
 
Among them, we can cite [108] where the author proposes a set of main design 
patterns for DSLs including a so-called “language extension” one. Basically, the 
objective of this pattern is to add new features to an already existing language. It 
can take different implementations depending on the nature of the concerned 
language. For instance, it can be realized via a pre-processor transforming the 
DSL to a base language (in the case of compiled DSLs) or via a meta-interpreter 
(in the case of interpreted DSLs). Other mentioned examples are the use of 
direct source-to-source transformations, composition techniques or high-level 
operators (cf. works referenced in the previous section). 
 
On this same topic of DSL patterns, Christian Schäfer [102] presented a 
systematic development approach for Domain-specific Languages. The approach 
is built upon the use of some language patterns which provide proven solutions 
to common metamodeling problems. Thus, applying those patterns to a meta-
model is a sort of an extension that helps in creating well-formed and 
maintainable systems. 
 
From a similar perspective, [62] presents a set of guidelines to follow when 
designing a DSL. More interestingly, guidelines 5 to 7 are the following ones: 

 Compose existing languages where possible, which directly relates to the 
approaches described in section 4.1.1; 

 Reuse existing language definitions, which illustrates the “language 
extension” design pattern as mentioned in the previous paragraph; 

 Reuse existing type systems, which is also strongly connected to the 
previous point. 
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4.1.3. (Meta)model Extension 

 
Quite naturally, the works around this more particular topic of (meta)model 
extension started by considering the OMG UML metamodel as a base for 
domain-specific extensions (cf. next section 4.2 for getting more details on UML 
and its extension mechanisms). 
 
There have been different ways and practices for dealing with extension in the 
context of UML. In [30], the authors suggested to focus on a set of core 
concepts: the UML Package and package import/generalization mechanism, 
frameworks at models (instantiation) and metamodel (profile) levels, and OCL for 
expressing constraints. They even go further by proposing a refactoring of the 
UML specification by using their approach. 
In [30], a classification is presented providing four levels of metamodel extension 
mechanism in the context of UML: 

 At level 1, the extension does not have any constraints, in the sense that 
new attributes, operations or relationships can be directly added; 

 At level 2, existing elements of the original metamodel cannot be modified 
but new ones can be added without any particular constraint; 

 At level 3, in addition to the requirements of level 2, new added constructs 
must extend (i.e. specialize) elements from the original metamodel; 

 At level 4, in addition to the requirements of level 3, new added constructs 
must not have relations between each other (except for specialization of 
corresponding existing relations at the parent-level). 

The authors introduce a set of basic metamodel extension properties that they 
value according to each level: readability, expression capability, application 
scope and tool support. 
This approach also provides the description of transformations for bridging the 
first and second levels as well as the third level with stereotypes. They claim that 
such a classification + transformations is useful to guide and/or optimize the 
specification of UML metamodel extensions by selecting the most relevant 
mechanisms. 
 
In [1], the authors define metamodel extension as it follows:“Let Mi be a core 
(meta) model representing most concepts for a kind of system. The extension 
(meta) model Mf is a (meta) model, defining some new concepts not present in Mi 
but making references to existing Mi concepts. The figure below illustrates this 
relation between the two (meta) models Mi and Mf.” 

 

 

Figure 4 Relation of extension between two models 

 
Further they say, that the “composition of Mi with its extension (meta) model Mf 
leads to a new (meta) model Mr (see Figure below). Mr is the result (meta) model 
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of the composition of initial (meta) model Mi and the extension (meta) model Mf. 
This composition does not need to be actually computed, it can be interpreted 
(i.e., queries over Mr are dynamically translated into queries over Mi and Mf ). 
However, considering the model Mf as an extension of model Mi leads toward a 
consideration of model Mr.“ [7]. 

 

 

Figure 5 Extension model and fragment model 

 
Thus, a metamodel extension adds additional concepts to an already existing 
metamodel. Metamodel extension can be implemented as a (meta)model 
composition for instance (but not only). 
 
Note that, in order to ensure compatibility, most extension and composition 
mechanisms do not modify the original metamodels. This can be compared to 
the relation of subclasses and base classes in object oriented programming. 
Here the subclass does not modify the behavior of the class, too. A similar 
definition can be found for database extension. For example, in [49] extensions 
are defined as additional modules that can be loaded dynamically. 
 

4.2. Modeling Standards and Extension 

 
Within the MDE field, the most widely used and known standard is undoubtedly 
the Unified Modeling Language (UML™) [142] from the Object Management 
Group (OMG™). It is a general purpose modeling language (or GPML) for 
software engineering that has a given metamodel and comes with its own 
specific extension mechanism. There are two main ways of extending the UML 
metamodel by defining so-called UML Profiles which are possibly: 

 Adding constraints (e.g. with the OMG Object Constraint Language or 
OCL [137]) to some of the UML metamodel classes; 

 Adding stereotypes with attributes (i.e. tagged values) extending some of 
the UML metamodel classes. 
Basically, the main objective of this profile mechanism in UML is to provide 

a practical way of turning such a GPML into more Domain-Specific Modeling 
Languages (or DSMLs) [16]. But the GPL vs DSL discussion is not in the actual 
scope of this document. Various examples of UML extensions as profiles can be 
found: SysML [139], MARTE [136], etc. 

To a lower extent the UML2 Package Merge also contributes to the 
extensibility of UML, although being much less used because of its complexity 
[121]. 

4.2.1.  The (UML) Profile Mechanism 
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The UML profile technique provides a flexible extension mechanism that allows 
the extension of metamodels at any time, regardless if there exist models 
(metamodel instances) or not. Their interest is that an existing model can be 
extended by “applying” a profile, that on an extended model an applied profile 
can be withdrawn, and that profiles can be combined at will. 

The core of the extension mechanism is the “Stereotype” notion. A 
stereotype defines how an existing metaclass may be extended, and enables the 
use of platform or domain specific terminology or notation in place of, or in 
addition to, the ones used for the extended metaclass. Stereotype is a kind of 
Class that extends Classes through Extensions. Just like a class, a stereotype 
may have properties, which may be referred to as tag definitions. When a 
stereotype is applied to a model element, the values of the properties may be 
referred to as tagged values. 

We see below an example of stereotype extending a metaclass:  

 

Figure 6 UML stereotype example 

 

Clock is a stereotype that has an “extension” link (line with a black arrow) 
with the extended metaclass. In the stereotype metamodel, we see the principle 
of the mechanism: 
 

 

Figure 7 Principle of extension/stereotype in UML 
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“Extension” is a kind of association. That is, when a class is extended by a 
stereotype, this corresponds to an association between two metaclasses (the 
metaclass and the stereotype). At the occurrence level, an instance can always 
be associated with a new instance, which corresponds to the extension. 
 

The mechanism provides the flexibility of the mechanisms and also shows 
its main limitation: extension does not provide the “generalization” semantics, 
and the generalization advantages are therefore not available. When handling 
programmatically an extended metamodel (model transformation for example), 
there are two instances to manage at the same time, instead of one “extended” 
instance when generalization is applied. 
The other “drawback” is that the profile mechanism can only use to extend an 
existing metamodel, and not create a metamodel from scratch. Adding a new 
metaclass to a metamodel, for example, is a form of extension that is not 
provided by the profile mechanism. Profiles are well adapted to extend existing 
metamodel in a semantically consistent way. The addition of complementary new 
concepts is not provided. For example, in the SysML profile, a notion of 
“Requirement” has been defined as an extension of “Class”, which is 
semantically debatable. 

4.2.2. Other Standards and Related Extension Mechanisms 

 
There are also other widely recognized standards that have been designed to be 
extended, even if not actually providing a concrete extension mechanism. The 
Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) standard [140] is one of them. 
Indeed, its Architecture Content Framework (ACF) core metamodel specifies 
generic Enterprise Architecture concepts that are expected to be specialized 
according to the context of a given company or organization. Thus, a predefined 
set of extension modules is provided as a base (cf. [141]). ArchiMate [122], 
another Enterprise Architecture standard by the Open Group, is following a quite 
similar approach in terms of extension. 

In both cases, the core Enterprise Architecture metamodel can be 
“extended” by making direct changes adding new elements to it. Contrary to UML 
and the (UML) Profile mechanism that completely preserve the original 
metamodel (i.e. UML), in this approach the metamodel is extended by addition 
(i.e. by completing it). 

Thus, new entities can be added (inheriting from elements of the core 
metamodel or not) as well as new attributes to entities or new relationships 
between entities (which have been newly added or not). From the graphical 
modeling part, new diagrams can be provided accordingly if required in order to 
support the newly added metamodel elements. The proposed extension facilities 
are relatively powerful as they allow adding new concepts that can potentially be 
semantically quite different from the concepts expressed by the core 
metamodels. 

We see below the example of the Governance extension to TOGAF:  
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Figure 8 TOGAF extension example for Governance 

 
The new entities Measure, Service Quality and Contract have been added 

with some attributes, and related to (via new relationships) some elements from 
the core TOGAF metamodel. What is not represented here is that a new diagram 
type called Enterprise Manageability also has to be created accordingly in order 
to incorporate these new concepts in TOGAF.     

 
Following a relatively similar approach but in a more formalized way, the 

latest versions of the Business Process Modeling Notation [125] also specify 
extension possibilities both at the process (abstract syntax) and graphical 
(concrete syntax) levels. Thus standard BPMN elements can be extended with 
additional attributes or elements coming from other metamodels. Also shapes, 
colors, styles, etc. of BPMN graphical items can be modified (following certain 
constraints of course). 

However, the expressivity capabilities of the extensions are somehow 
limited due to the fact that only existing BPMN elements can be really extended. 

We see below the main elements for extensibility in BPMN:  
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Figure 9 BPMN extensibility principle 

 
Basically, an extension in BPMN is proposing a set of definitions for new 

attributes to be added to core BPMN elements. To each one of these new 
attributes are associated values, which can notably refer to elements from other 
metamodels. Technically, as the standard serialization format for BPMN models 
is XML, this extension mechanism has been designed to be supported at the 
XSD-level. But an existing approach has already tried to treat and implement it 
from the MDE-side [111].  

 
To summarize, in all the above-mentioned cases, there is no explicit 

specification of a single common metamodel extension mechanism to be used in 
the general context. Moreover, the specified extension facilities are relatively 
static as requiring the modification (by addition) of the core metamodels. Related 
tooling and models have to be altered accordingly if they want to support the 
plugged extensions, thus limiting the dynamicity capabilities. 

4.2.3. The OMG MEF Proposition 

 
As an answer to this need, the OMG started working on a dedicated 

standard a couple of years ago. The MOF Extension Facility (MEF) standard 
[133] is still in the proposal phase and intends to provide an extension support for 
all MOF-based (meta)models, thus capitalizing on the (good and bad) experience 
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gained with extending UML as practiced since many years. Ultimately, this 
extension mechanism should also replace the current profile one for UML and be 
applicable in the context of all the other MOF-based metamodels.  

MEF also relies on profiles. However, profiles are in this case nothing 
more than MOF Packages (metamodel or extension specifications in other 
words). MEF notably introduces a new type of constraint called Filter that allows 
specifying which elements have to be included/excluded when importing a given 
package, thus defining the actual content of the corresponding extension. MEF 
also introduces the concept of Profiling Workspace that allows defining according 
to which profile(s) given models can be actually viewed (expressing somehow 
different viewpoints which to observe the models from). A Compliant With 
dependency permits to determine the possible compatibility between the different 
profiles. 

We see below some examples of filters in MEF:  
 

 

Figure 10 MEF filters examples 

 
The elements as presented before are coming from an ongoing proposal 

to the OMG MEF RFP. However, it seems that this work is not really progressing 
in the latest months and still no publically available proposition has been 
released so far. 

4.3. Modeling Tools/Frameworks and Extension Support 

 
In terms of actual tooling, there has been support for extension since quite a long 
time, notably based on specific (sometimes proprietary) internal representations, 
or also standards in some cases. Even before the advent of MDE, meta-
environments dedicated to the building of (modeling) languages were providing 
generic workbenches that can be extended targeting particular domains or 
scenarios. MetaEdit(+) [132] and GME [131] can be cited as examples but there 
are also others [70]. 

In the Modeling/MDE community, the de-facto standard framework is the 
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [126] relying on Ecore as a metametamodel 
(that can be considered as an implementation of Essential MOF [134]). EMF is a 
framework and code generation facility for building domain-specific modeling 
languages by automatically generating Java code based on simple model 
definitions. The generation process used in EMF consumes a metamodel and 
produces a language editor and a support to the basic editing of EMF models. 

 include Class
exclude visibility
exclude isActive
exclude ownedReception
exclude ownedConnector

include Generalization
exclude isSubstitutable
exclude generalizationSet

exclude VisibilityKind::package
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EMF unifies three important technologies: Java, XML, and UML to make 
modeling practical and useful to the mainstream Java programmer. Within this 
framework, base extension is supported via the concept of inheritance [127]. 
However, this provides limited capabilities, as there is for instance no direct way 
or redefining sub-setting references. 

In this Eclipse/Java based-ecosystem, some tools are trying to bring more 
support for extension via lightweight techniques [18]. For instance, EMF Facet 
[128] allows dynamic model extension by runtime instantiation of additional 
concepts, attributes or references via computed queries defined at metamodel 
level. A bit similarly to this, EMF IncQuery [92] allows optimizing the computation 
of metamodel derived features using a query DSL. Following a different 
approach, EMF Profiles [129] proposes to adapt the idea of UML profile to the 
EMF world by making this mechanism available to all Ecore-based metamodels. 

Other EMF tools can be used to deal with (meta)model extension, notably 
if considering extension as relating together several different (meta)models. In 
this case, the approach used is inspired from the problem of schema integration 
as well-known in the database community (cf. page before). Model weaving or 
virtualization techniques can thus be used to realize this, such as Eclipse AMW 
[24] or more recently EMF Views [130]. 
 

This general problem of extension is not only encountered in the 
Eclipse/Java, but also in the Microsoft .NET world. For instance, Microsoft Visual 
Studio and its Visualization and Modeling SDK (VMSDK) [143] is providing 
support for extending a DSL Definition (containing a “metamodel”) by writing 
dedicated source code. 
 

4.4. Quick Summary 

 
From all the different approaches, tools, frameworks or standards introduced in 
this document so far, different main categories of solution could be defined. 
Currently, the following ones have been identified and considered (note that this 
is not intended to be fully exhaustive, some approaches may be upon several 
categories while others may really fit in none of them): 
 

 Inheritance-based approaches, where extending an existing metamodel 
means directly inheriting from its already existing concepts – New 
concepts and attributes can be added, but how to deal with relationships 
extension/refinement then? 

 

 Profile-based approaches, where extending an existing metamodel 
means “profiling” it (e.g. using a “Profile” model) to refine existing concepts 
(thus creating new ones) or add additional attributes – Same question 
than before, and how to extend one metamodel with concepts directly 
coming from another one? 

 

 Metamodel composition/weaving-based approaches, where extending 
an existing metamodel means using a set of operators (e.g. match, 
merge) allowing to combine it with concepts coming from (an)other 
metamodel(s) – What about the support for “brand new” extension from 
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one single metamodel? 
 

 Query-based approaches,  where extending an existing metamodel 
means defining metamodel-based queries to be computed at runtime on 
the corresponding models to get their extended versions (with new 
concepts, attributes or relationships) – How/when to perform and also 
preserve the result of the computation? 
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5. (Meta)Model Evolution: a General State-of-the-Art 
Metamodel evolution can be considered as similar as metamodel extension. 

Indeed, they have the same purpose which is to enrich the metamodel and to 
improve it. However, they can be slightly different in the way to approach the 
upgrade of the metamodel. While metamodel extension usually keeps the same 
metamodel, and adds a metamodel layer on it, evolution applies the upgrade on 
the metamodel itself. Extension remains more flexible than evolution in the sense 
that we can undo/redo the metamodel layer. Nevertheless, metamodel evolution 
is well-addressed in the literature and all the aspects of it can benefit to or be 
applied to metamodel extension. 

 

The need to evolve comes with a mean to capture new requirements, delete 
or update certain requirements due to the changes on the problem domain and 
how it should be modeled. Also an evolution can be a correction of errors or a 
redesign for a better understanding and due to facilitate reuse [117]. Mens et al. 
[80] in 2005 identified metamodel evolution as one of the major issues to face in 
software evolution. It was originally inspired by the refactoring of object-oriented 
software domain [81]. In fact, it is a sort of refactoring of a (meta) model. 

When a metamodel evolves, it impacts the models that conform to it. In fact, 
the different changes occurring when evolving a metamodel can invalidate the 
model instances. These last, that conform to the previous version of the 
metamodel may become invalid and need to be fixed in order to conform to the 
new version. This step is called co-evolution or model migration, which is done 
through a model transformation by executing a migration strategy or a 
transformation script (in order to keep model instances complaint with the 
metamodel). The model migration is useful in order to avoid rebuilding the 
models from scratch. The Figure below (after [43]) depicts the notion of evolution 
represented by the dashed-doted arrow from a first version of a metamodel MM1 
to a new version of the same metamodel MM2. When an evolution occurs in the 
metamodel model instance M1 needs to be migrated to model instance M2 in 
order to conform to MM2. The model migration is represented by a dashed 
arrow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11 Metamodel evolution and model co-evolution (migration) 

However, model co-evolution can be tedious and error-prone when it is done 
manually.  Thus, the need to support the migration of model instances was 
increasingly addressed by several works in the literature such as: [117], [50], 
[43], [21], [53], [98]. Some of the works propose a support to define manually the 
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migration strategy while the others support the automatic generation of the 
migration strategy. 

5.1. Metamodel Evolution Example 
 
In order to have a deeper insight of what is actually an evolution of a 

metamodel and what a co-evolution or migration of the models instances are, we 
will use a well-known example from the literature which is the evolution of the 
metamodel of Petri Net [117]. The Petri Net metamodel is relatively small and 
thus better suits the purpose of comprehension. The example enables us to 
show interesting changes that occurred during the evolution. The figure below 
depicts the evolution of the Petri Net through six versions from µ0 to µ5. 
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Figure 12 Petri Net metamodel evolution 

 
The Figure before shows different evolution steps of Petri Net metamodel 

from µ0 to µ5, which are briefly explained as it follows:  

 The first version µ0 captures the initial definition of Petri Net which 

consists of zero or more places and transitions. Each transition has at 

least one place as source and one place as destination. 

 The second version µ1 restricts a Petri Net to have at least one place and 

one transition by changing the cardinalities.  

 The third version µ2 adds arcs (TPArc and PTArc classes) between 

places and transition, and adds in, out, src and dst references.  

 The fourth Version µ3 generalizes TPArc and PTArc into Arc class.  

 In order to annotate the Arcs with weights, the fifth version µ4 adds the 

attribute weight in the Arc class.  

 Finally, the sixth version µ5 introduces the dynamic aspects by marking 

places with tokens. Token class is added and a composition reference is 

added to Place class. 

 
Now, let’s analyze the evolution of the Petri Net metamodel. The change 

made on µ0 resulting in µ1 was to update by restricting the cardinalities of both 
composition references of the class Net. This change has an impact only on the 
model instances that does not have any places and/or transitions. µ1 has 
evolved to µ2 by adding two classes PTArc and TPArc and references in, out, src 
and dst. Consequently, all model instances of µ1 becomes invalid and need to be 
migrated to conform to µ2. It is worth noting that this migration can be automated 
by adding for each couple of Place and Transition two instances PTArc and 
TPArc between them. 

The change made on µ2 to add Arc class, a generalization of PTArc and 
TPArc does not invalidate the model instances of µ2. Indeed, they conform to µ2 
and µ3, in this case co-evolution is not necessary, which is not always the case. 
µ4 results from evolving µ3 by adding the attribute weight to the class Arc, this 
causes the non-conformance of model instances to µ4. Unfortunately, in this 
case we cannot automate the migration. Because we need a manual intervention 
to introduce the missing information which is the value of the attribute weight, 
unless a default value is specified in advance. Finally, the change made on µ4 
resulting in µ5, consists of the new class Token and the composition reference of 
the class Place. The model instances of µ4 remain in conformance to µ5, since 
Token is optional (cardinality 0..*). 

What is interesting to notice in the different steps of Petri Net metamodel 
evolution is that some metamodel changes do not invalidate the models, and 
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some changes do invalidate the models. Also, we notice that in some cases the 
migration can be automated and in some other cases the migration cannot be 
(fully) automated. Some of these aspects will be detailed in the following. 

 

5.2. Comparison Criteria 
 
For the rest of section 6, we are presenting different approaches related to 
evolution of (meta) models for a mean to compare them. In order to ease the 
evaluation of the different evolution’s approaches we use the following 
comparison criteria: 

 Supported migration’s types: Following the categorization of Rose et al. 
[97] there exist three different types of migration: 1) Manual specification 
2) Operator-based co-evolution 3) Metamodel matching. The criterion 
“supported migration’s type” describes which types of migration are 
applied by an evolution approach. 

 Automatic metamodel evolution: Not all approaches propose to automate 
metamodel evolution. The criteria specify whether it is supported or not. 

 Automatic model co-evolution: Similarly, some approaches propose to 
automate model co-evolution and some does not, which is summarized by 
the criterion “automatic model co-evolution”.  

 Automatic generation of migration: Although some approaches 
automatically co-evolve models, the users still have to write the migration 
script (specification) manually. This criterion points out the approaches 
that propose to automate the migration’s generation in order to co-evolve 
the models.  

 Transformation language: Different approaches use different 
transformation languages for the migration scripts. This can be an relevant 
criterion for research groups who want to implement their new approaches 
on top of existing metamodel evolution approaches. 

 Public availability: this criterion underlines whether tools or prototypes that 
implement an approach are publicly available. 

 Supported (meta)metamodels: The final criterion describes which 
technical spaces (e.g. metametamodels) are supported by the 
approaches. This criterion is relevant to decide which approach’s 
implementation to use. 

 
Comparing the different approaches will give an overview of advantages and 
drawbacks for each of the approaches. Therefore, based on specific needs, one 
can go for an approach which satisfies these needs, rather than another 
approach which does not. 
 

5.3. Model Transformation and Model Migration 
 
As a metamodel is a model itself, metamodel evolution and model co-

evolution can be seen simply as a model transformation.  Mens et al. [81] 
devises model transformation into two categories: exogenous and endogenous. 
The former expresses a model transformation such that the source and the target 
models are different, where the target model is the result of the transformation of 
the source model. For example, code generation, reverse engineering and model 
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migration are exogenous transformations. The later expresses a model 
transformation where the source and the target models are the same. An 
example of endogenous transformation is refactoring [82].  

In model migration, the source and the target differ. Consequently, a model 
migration strategy is specified with a new-target model-to-model transformation 
languages, and often contains sections for copying from original to migrated 
model those model elements that have not been affected by metamodel 
evolution [24]. In general, model migration is implemented with model-to-model 
transformation languages such as: QVT [138], ATL [60], and ETL [65], but can 
also be implemented in a general purpose programming language such as Java.  

When performing a model co-evolution, the migration strategy is either 
manually encoded or generated depending on which migration approach is 
implemented to co-evolve model instances. Rose et al. [97] categorize the 
existing approaches of model migration into three categories: 1) Manual 
specification 2) Operator-based co-evolution 3) Metamodel matching. In the 
following we will introduce metamodel co-evolution approaches ordered by these 
categories. 

A. Manual Specification 

In this category the metamodel evolution is considered done and only models 
migration remains to deal with. The migration strategy is encoded manually using 
transformation languages. For instance, Epsilon Flock [98], which is a model-to-
model transformation tailored to model migration, proposes to manually specify 
the model migration. Some implementations try to reduce the effort for building it 
by providing some interesting mechanisms. For example, to ease the migration’s 
process, some approaches such as Flock [98] provide the automatic copy of the 
elements that are not affected by the metamodel evolution.  

However, manual specification requires the most effort from the users, on the 
one hand, by manually encoding the migration strategy. On the other hand, to 
support the recurrent patterns in order to spend less effort, the users have to 
implement their own abstractions, which is an effort and time consuming task 
[Rose2009].  

B. Operator-based Co-evolution 

In this category, unlike the manual specification, a library of co-evolution 
operators is provided where each operator allows metamodel changes along with 
a corresponding model migration strategy. By composing the operators, 
metamodel evolution is performed and the migration strategy is generated 
without any effort. An example of an operator-based co-evolution tool is COPE 
[53], where a library of co-evolution operators is provided. 

COPE [53] is an operator-based migration tool for the Eclipse Modeling 
Framework, it provides a library of co-evolution operators. Each operator 
specifies and links two aspects, a metamodel evolution and a corresponding 
model migration strategy to co-evolve the models. Thus, the composition of these 
operators enables the metamodel evolution and generation of migration 
strategies for the model instances. Moreover, in case a complex metamodel 
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evolution is not supported by the co-evolution operators, COPE provides the 
possibility to custom manually a migration, using a general purpose programming 
language groovy1. This manual migration is recorded and can be reused 
afterwards. 

Wachsmuth et al. [117] also provided a set of high-level primitives to evolve a 
MOF metamodel as well as to co-evolve models. They defined a library of QVT 
[QVT2008] relations for the metamodel evolution, and ensure automatically the 
co-evolution. 

[67] also proposed a mechanism to define and execute coupled evolutions of 
metamodels and instance models based on graph transformations. Coupled 
evolutions are then defined by means of dynamically typed graph transformation 
rules. The approach allows the developer to model customized migration rules, 
which are pivotal for metamodel-specific changes. The authors targeted EMF 
models. 
 

The authors [97] insist that the usefulness of an operator-based co-evolution 
approach depends on the richness of the provided library. However, the more the 
size of the library of operators grows, the more it is complex to choose the 
appropriate operators, and hence, the complexity of metamodels evolution 
increases.  

C. Metamodel Matching 

In this category, the migration strategy is deduced by analyzing the evolved 
metamodel and its history, it has to be aware of all the changes. This is done by 
two approaches, either by change recording approach or by differencing 
approach. In the former, metamodel evolution is monitored and tracked by a tool, 
which records a list of primitive changes (add, modify, remove …). In the later, 
the original and evolved metamodel are compared to produce the difference 
model which contains the changes [97]. It’s worth noting that the first approach 
can more easily recognize some types of metamodel evolution than the second 
approach. For example, in the first approach, a modification of an element from A 
to B, is distinguished from a remove of A and then an addition of B. While in the 
second approach, no distinction is made.  

To the best of our knowledge, the first approach is less used and/or less 
supported in the literature. Whereas, some existing works support the second 
approach such as, Gruschko et al. [50], Garces et al. [43], [44] and Cicchetti et 
al. [20], [21].  

Gruschko et al. [50] proposed automatically migrating model instances by 
means of change detection on the metamodel. However, they do not provide any 
automatic generation of the migration strategy. Whereas, Garces et al. [43] and 
Cicchetti et al. [21] both proposed to deal only with the co-evolution of models 
reacting to evolving metamodels by automatically generating the migration 
strategy. This last is generated based on the changes made to evolve a 
metamodel. From two versions of a metamodel, they compute the metamodel 
                                            
1 http://groovy.codehaus.org/ 
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differences called respectively a matching model in [43], [44] and difference 
model in [210], [21] which are used to generate the migration strategy. The figure 
below depicts an abstraction of the differencing approach. 

 

 

    

Figure 13 Metamodel evolution and model migration. 

 
Taentzer et al. [112], [113] proposed to tackle the model co-evolution issue as 
graph transformation. This means that models are specified as graphs while 
model relations, especially type-instance relations, are defined by graph 
morphisms specifying type conformance of models to their meta-models. Hence, 
meta-model evolution and model migrations are formally defined by co-
transformations of instance and type graphs. 

Finally, Rocco et al. present an approach to combine EMF Compare with EMF 
Migrate in order to automate the whole co-evolution process for supported 
changes [95]. 

 

5.4. Classification of Metamodel Changes during 
Evolution 

 
In the literature, sprinkle et al. [109] initiated the categorization of the changes 

of model co-evolution by suggesting that the changes can be either: 1) without 
side effects on existing model instances 2) with simple side effects on models 3) 
with side effects requiring additional management [21].   

In [117] and [50], the authors are the first to address the classification of 
different changes but with different points of view. Wachsmuth et al. [117] 
enumerated a set of most likely changes that are made during metamodel 
evolution. The set of the proposed changes found its origin in object-oriented 
refactoring and language/ grammar engineering [117]. 

Gruschko et al. [50] have the merit to be the first to propose a classification of 
the changes into three main categories:: 

 Non breaking changes NBC: are changes occurring in the metamodel that 

do not impact (break) the models conforming to it. 

 Breaking and resolvable changes BRC: are changes which break the 

conformance of models but still can be resolved automatically. 

 Breaking and irresolvable changes BIC: are changes which impact (break) 

the models that cannot be resolved automatically, and need manual 

intervention. 

Obviously the first category NBC does not need a migration plan for the 
model instances, which is not the case of the BRC category that can be 
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corrected automatically. In the literature, almost all the works concentrate on the 
BRC category and choose to not treat BIC category, mainly because of the 
human intervention factor. Furthermore, Gruschko et al. also presented the 
different types of changes as: rename, addition, deletion, movement of objects, 
association changes and attribute type changes.  

Garces et al. [43] and Cicchetti et al. [21] decorticated and classified the 
changes presented in [117] according the three categories given above. In the 
following subsections, we illustrate their results. 

5.4.1. Non Breaking Changes (NBC) 
 
This category contains the following identified changes: 

 Add optional class. A new class is introduced. For instance, a new 
subclass inheriting another one. 

 Add optional property. An optional property is added (i.e., not requiring a 
default value). 

 Generalize property. A property is generalized in terms of its multiplicity 
and/or of its type. For example, a reference to a subclass is generalized 
(moved) to reference its superclass, this is a generalization of a 
reference’s type. A generalization of a reference’s multiplicity is to 
decrease the lower bound and/or to increase the upper bound (i.e., from 
1-1 to 1-*, from 1-1 to 0-1, from 1-1 to 0-*).   

 Push property of an abstract superclass. A property is eliminated from a 
superclass and introduced into each of its subclasses. 

 Extract superclass. A set of properties common to a set of classes is 
extracted into a new superclass.  

5.4.2. Breaking and Resolvable Changes (BRC) 
 
The BRC category contains the following identified changes: 

 Add mandatory property with a default value. A new mandatory property is 
introduced initialized with a default value. 

 Eliminate class. A class is eliminated from a metamodel. 

 Eliminate property. A property is eliminated from a class. 

 Push property of a non-abstract superclass. A property is eliminated from 
a superclass and introduced into each of its subclasses. In this case all 
instances of the superclass need to be adapted in consequence. 

 Pull property. A property of subclass B is pulled into a superclass A, and is 
removed from the subclass B. As a consequence, the instances of A have 
to be modified by inheriting the value of the pulled property. 

 Rename element. An element is renamed (class, attribute, reference…). 

 Move property. A property is moved along a one-to-one relation. This 
implies the elimination of the property from the source class and the 
introduction it in the target class. 

 Extract/inline class. Extracting a class means to create a new class and 
move the relevant fields from the old class into the new one. Vice versa, to 
inline a class means to move all its features into another class and delete 
the former.  
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 Flatten hierarchy. A superclass is eliminated and all of its properties are 
pushed into the subclasses. 

5.4.3. Breaking and Irresolvable Changes (BIC) 
 
This category contains the following identified changes: 

 Add mandatory class.  

 Add mandatory property. A property is added requiring a value. 

 Restrict property. A property restriction concerns its type and/or its 
multiplicity. A multiplicity restriction is when the lower bound is increased 
and/or the upper bound is decreased (i.e., from 0-* to 1-*, from 0-* to 0-1, 
from 0-* to 1-2). Restricting the lower bound requires new values for the 
property, these values should be usually provided by the user. Finally, 
restricting the upper bound of the multiplicity may require a selection of 
certain values. On the other hand, a type restriction is for example the 
change of type from Double to Integer, or from String to Integer. This 
operation can yield and make invalid conversions.  

A similar aspect to [117], [50] is that they both presented the changes as 
atomic actions, assuming that the changes occur individually, which is far from 
being a realistic scenario since modifications can occur with an arbitrary 
multiplicity and complexity [21]. Indeed, we may assume that a complex 
metamodel does not evolves with only a sequence of those basic changes. 
Therefore, an efficient combination of those changes should be well supported as 
well as the customization of a migration strategy for complex cases.   [69] 
proposed an extension of existing atomic operation approaches for detecting also 
composite operations. Thus, those composite operations can be reused 
afterwards. [114] also proposed an approach to reconstruct complex evolution 
between two metamodel versions. 

In a recent work, Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [55] proposed an extensive catalog 
of 61 coupled operators for the coupled evolution of metamodels and models. 
This catalog of operator covers not only well-known operators from the literature, 
but also operators which have proven useful in a number of case studies tested 
in [55]. 

5.5. Comparison 
 
In the table below, we summarize the different approaches based on the criteria 
we mentioned before.  
 

Approach Migratio
n 
approac
h 

Automa
tic 
metamo
del 
evolutio
n 

Autom
atic 
model 
co-
evoluti
on 

Automa
tic  
generati
on of 
migratio
n 

Transform
ation 
language 

Public 
availabilit
y 

Supported 
technical 
space 
(metameta
model) 

Wachsmuth et 
al. [117] Operator

-based 
√ √ - QVT - OMG/MOF 
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Grushko et al. 
[50] 

Metamo
del 
matchin
g 

- √ - ETL - EMF/ 
Ecore, 
UML 

Garces et al. 
[43], [44] Metamo

del 
matchin
g 

- √ √ ATL √ Metamodel
s are 
translated 
into KM3 

Cicchetti et al. 
[21], [20] 

Metamo
del 
matchin
g 

- √ √ ATL √ KM3  

Herrmannsdoer
fer et al. COPE 
[53] [55] 

Operator
-based 

√ √ √ (can be 
customiz
ed) 

Groovy √ EMF/ 
Ecore 

Rose et al. 
Flock [98] 

Manual 
specifica
tion 

- √ - Flock 
(hybrid 
between 
ATL and 
ETL) 

√ EMF MDR, 
XML, Z 

Taentzer et al. 

[112], [113] 
Metamo
del 
matchin
g 

- √ √ Graph 
Transforma
tions 

- EMF/ 
Ecore 

Krause et al. 
[67] Operator

-based 
√ √ - Henshin - EMF/ 

Ecore 

Rocco et al. 
[95] Metamo

del 
matchin
g 

√ √ √ EMFMigrat
e (ATL) 

- EMF/ 
Ecore 

Table 2 Summary of approaches for evolution of metamodels (√ = criterion fulfilled, - = criterion 
not fulfilled, ? = not enough information available for rating) 

Actually the lessons we learnt, is that the easiest approach is the one that 
proposes full automation for metamodel evolution, model co-evolution and 
generation for the migration scripts. Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [53, 55] are the only 
one to propose this with their tool COPE. Other approaches chose to focus only 
on specific parts for more efficiency such as the automation of metamodel 
evolution and/or model co-evolution. Moreover, we notice that a variety of 
transformation languages are used like QVT, ETL ATL, Groovy and Flock, along 
with different metamodel standards which are supported (OMG/MOF, 
EMF/Ecore, KM3 etc.). 

Based on the users’ needs, the choice of approach can be different. For 
example, if one would like to express a specific and complex migration, Flock can 
be used. If on the contrary a user would like to only co-evolve its models based 
on two versions of a metamodel Garces or Cicchetti approaches can be more 
suitable.  
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6. Coherence Management: a General State-of-the-Art 
 
Similarly to the need to keep the tools and frameworks consistent to an evolving 
metamodel, also instances of the metamodel – the models – can get 
inconsistent. This holds especially, if not only Construction, but also Destruction 
and Refactoring occurs as part of the metamodel evolution.  
 
This form of inconsistency is one of three forms that can occur in software 
development in context of MDE. Inconsistency management deals with these 
three forms. 
 
In order to understand what inconsistencies can occur, it is important to consider 
how different models, artifacts (e.g. source code), and metamodels are 
interrelated during development.   
 
First, two models or other artifacts might be in a vertical or horizontal relationship. 
A vertical relationship occurs when two models represent the same parts of the 
system, but differ in the degree of represented detail or abstraction. The most 
prominent example of models that are in a vertical relationship is defined in 
OMG’s MDA specification: the platform independent model (PIM) and platform 
specific model (PSM) [135]. The PIM includes designs decisions for the system, 
but is still independent of information that concern the concrete platform used. In 
contrast, the PSM includes details that are necessary to build the system for a 
specific platform. It is the most specific model and might be result of an 
automated transformation from the PIM, as illustrated by the following Figure 
from [135]: 

 

Figure 14 Illustration how a PIM is transformed to a PSM with the help of a transformation, which 
is specified for the two metamodels of the PIM and the PSM. 

Models that are in a vertical relationship usually get inconsistent, when new 
requirements or features are addressed during a new development cycle. For 
example, in this case the PIM is first adapted to the new requirements, while the 
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PSM remains untouched at the beginning.  
 
A horizontal relationship exists between models that capture different views of 
the system at the same level of abstraction. For example in UML [142], during 
development object diagrams might be used to represent structural aspects of 
the system, while sequence diagrams might be used for design of behavioral 
aspects.  These models are not totally independent. For example, methods calls 
that are modeled in the sequence diagram need to conform to connections that 
are modeled in the object diagrams. The following Figure from [101] illustrates 
this relationship on two example models: 
 

 

Figure 15 Example for the relationships between model elements of an UML sequence diagram 
and model elements of an UML object diagram. 

Inconsistencies between models that are in a horizontal relationship occur as a 
normal by-product of modeling and editing activity during development and are 
usually quickly resolved by developers. 
 
Also metamodels do not come alone, but have horizontal relationships, e.g. 
constraints that are defined on the metamodel. Similar to inconsistencies that 
arise between models during development, changes in the metamodel lead to 
inconsistencies between this evolved metamodel and horizontally related 
artifacts. For example OCL [137] constraints that are defined on a metamodel 
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need to be co-evolved, when this metamodel changes. 
 
While in both cases inconsistency is a usual part of development, the 
consistency needs to be ensured at certain points in time. For vertical models, 
consistency (e.g. the propagation of all new information from the PIM to the 
PSM) is required at the end of each development cycle. For horizontal 
relationships consistency might already be necessary when the next automated 
transformation or generation step is performed. 
 
Finally, inconsistency management between a pair of artifacts (e.g. between two 
models or between a model and it’s metamodel) is only the first step. In 
development a whole multitude of models and other artifacts (e.g. source code) 
are used. New challenges occur, since inconsistency management between 
multiple pairs of models needs to be coordinated. For example, two mechanisms 
for inconsistency resolution on the same model should not detract each other. 
 

6.1. (In)Consistency Management for a Metamodel’s 
Horizontal Relationships 

 
As already mentioned above metamodels are not only in a “conforms to” 
relations with models, but also in a horizontal relation with other artifacts. In the 
following we will have a short look at literature on inconsistency management of 
these relationships. 
 
First, often constraints are defined on a metamodel, e.g. using OCL [137]. When 
a metamodel evolves, these constraints can get inconsistent to the new version 
of the metamodel. A first approach towards addressing this challenge was 
introduced by Demuth et al. [27], who deal with the automated co-evolution of 
OCL constraints.  
 
Another type of artifacts that is in a horizontal relationship to a metamodel is the 
transformation implementation. Transformations typically depend on the types of 
the consumed, manipulated, and produced models or artifacts. This dependency 
is so important that the type of a transformations is often not described as the 
language it is implemented in (e.g. ATL), but as a combination of the metamodels 
of the consumed and produced artifacts. This in turn leads to problems when 
higher order transformations (HOT, i.e. transformations that transform 
transformations) need to be typed [115]. 
 
In each case a transformation specification needs to be adapted with the 
evolving metamodel. Otherwise the transformations might no longer be 
applicable to artifacts of the evolved language, might not transform the whole 
artifact, or might produce models that are not conform to the evolved metamodel. 
 
There are only rare approaches with a focus on co-evolution of transformations 
with metamodels. For example, Garcia et al. provide an approach that supports 
transformation developers by automatically generating annotations into the 
transformation implementation. These annotations provide information on how 
the metamodel changed [46].  
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Levendovszky et al. apply another approach and generate, based on a model of 
the metamodel changes, a higher order transformation (HOL) that can be used to 
semi-automatically co-evolve transformations [74]. The approach still has its 
limitations. For example, in case of construction changes in the metamodel user 
input is required. 
 
Finally, Garcés et al. provide an approach that semi-automatically extracts 
changes from metamodels and adapts transformations. Through the use of an 
external composition mechanism, their approach is independent of the used 
transformation language. The prototype has been implemented on top of Ecore 
and ATL. Although this approach already provides a certain degree of 
automation, the authors admit that there are still challenges to be tackled. Based 
on their own estimation they are so far capable of handling 10% of the evolution 
scenarios, described by Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [54]. Further, they predict that 
semi-automated support for other transformations than exogenous and semantic 
transformations might be impossible [81]. 
 

Subsuming, research that addresses the inconsistency management of a 
metamodel’s horizontal relations is still rare and in a very early stage. The 
following table summarizes the approaches for transformation co-evolution. 
 

Approach Automated 
derivation of MM 
changes  

Automation of 
transformation 
adaption 

Implementation 
available? 

Garcia et al. [46]  
Semi-automated - √ (based on EMF 

compare) 

Levendovszky et al. 
[74]  - Semi-automated √ (based on 

GME/GReAT tooset) 

Garcés et al. [45]  
Semi-automated Semi-automated √ (Ecore based) 

Table 3 Summary of approaches for transformation co-evolution (√ = criterion fulfilled, - = criterion 
not fulfilled) 

 

6.2. (In)Consistency Management for Artifact Pairs 
 
Inconsistency management between a pair of artifacts includes two main 

tasks. First, inconsistencies need to be detected and second, they need to be 
resolved. The (semi-) automated identification of inconsistencies is a crucial 
precondition for later resolution (manual or automated). 

 
Approaches that deal with the detection and the diagnosis of inconsistencies 

invariably follow the same technique, which is to specify configurations of 
inconsistent model elements and to analyze the model in order to find such 
configurations (e.g. [87], [31], [19], [83], [79], [14]). Only few approaches have 
been proposed to provide (pseudo)automatic inconsistency resolution. 

 

6.2.1. Comparison Criteria 
 
For the rest of this subsection, we are presenting different approaches related to 
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inconsistencies detection, diagnosis, handling and resolution. In order to ease 
the evaluation of the different techniques we use the following comparison 
criteria: 

 Inconsistency detection: Not each approach is capable of identifying 
inconsistencies. This criterion describes whether inconsistency detection 
is supported. 

 Inconsistency resolution: Similarly there are approaches that are not 
capable of resolving identified inconsistencies, while other approaches 
focus on resolution. This criterion describes whether inconsistency 
resolution is supported. 

 Performance or efficiency evaluation available: Inconsistency detection 
and resolution can be an expensive task. However, not all approaches 
also provide performance evaluations. This criterion describes whether 
evaluation results on the performance of an approach are available. 

 Incremental checking: To efficiently use inconsistency detection and 
resolution during development it is important that actual information on the 
consistency status is available within minutes. Especially for huge and 
complex systems this means that not the whole system can be checked 
and updated at once. Incremental mechanisms reduce the effort, e.g. by 
only working on system parts that might be affected by recent changes. 
This criterion described whether a mechanism is capable of working 
incremental. 

o Type of reduction: Incremental checking can be reached by two 
different forms of effort reduction. First, there is rule reduction, 
which means that the approach decides on the basis of the 
changes, whether a rule to be rechecked. For example when all 
changed model elements are not considered in the rule, a new 
application of this rule would not lead to new results. Second, there 
is scope reduction, which means that the approach applies the 
check rules only on a subset of the models and model elements, 
depending on the changes that happened to the system. The 
criterion “type of reduction” describes which of these reduction 
types are used. 

 Supported languages: This final criterion describes what languages are 
supported by the approach. 

Based on these criteria we provide an overview on approaches and 
techniques for (in) consistency checking. They also help us to enlighten the users 
to know in which way the approaches are different and which approach best 
fulfills and best suits the users’ needs and requirements. More details about the 
comparison and its results are given in section 5.4. 

6.2.2. Detection and Diagnosis of Inconsistencies 
 
While researches generally agree on the importance of checking consistency, 

the methods on how to detect inconsistencies vary widely. There are those 
approaches that detects inconsistencies directly on the model such as [31] [33] 
[27] [26] and those that transform models into some intermediate representations 
to detect inconsistencies [14] [106]. 

This section presents all the approaches that deal with the detection of 
inconsistencies and the diagnosis of inconsistencies. Each approach is 
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presented in a subsection that briefly explains the key principles of the approach 
and its main advantages and drawbacks. 

 

6.2.2.1. Graph Grammar 
 
Graph grammars can be used to formally represent models by graphs as 

metamodel can be represented by graph grammar [34]. The model to metamodel 
conformance relationship can be then reduced to the typing relationship between 
a graph and its graph grammar [34, 35]. 

Thanks to this approach, inconsistency detection can be then realized as a 
pattern matching within in a graph. The patterns are expressed as a graph 
grammar rules which corresponds to a set of positive and negative graphs where 
nodes that have to be present and nodes that must not be present are specified. 
Graph grammar rules can be visual and target the topology of the graph, not the 
values that can be associated with its nodes. 

This approach has been realized by Mens et. al [83]. In this approach, the left 
hand side of the graph grammar rules specifies a pattern representing a set of 
inconsistent model element. The right hand side of those rules then adds a mark 
in the graph (the mark is a new model element) in order to declare it as 
inconsistent. The mark is linked with all model elements that match the pattern 
and can be then used as a diagnosis. 
In general, the use of Graph Grammars is very slow. The application of a graph 
grammar rule is an NP-HARD problem. In spite of recent implementations 
through compilation of graph grammars as Java/EMF code which are quite 
effective, the underlying problem is not solvable in reasonable time. Further, 
graph grammars can be used for detection of inconsistencies and diagnosis of 
inconsistencies but is more efficient for structural inconsistencies (when the 
values associated to nodes are not considered). 
 

6.2.2.2. OCL 
 
OCL [137] (Object Constraint Language) is the OMG (Object Management 

Group) standard for metamodel's constraint specification. The OCL specification 
language is well known in the OMG community as it is used throughout the UML 
specification [142] and as many OCL checkers are implemented in CASE tools. 
Though, in spite of its official status, there is no official semantic provided for this 
language. To face this major limitation, Gogolla has provided a benchmark for 
aligning the different OCL interpretations [48]. 

OCL is a candidate for inconsistency rules specification [19, 79]. In particular, 
Cabot has shown that OCL expression can be rewritten for making the detection 
of inconsistencies incremental [19]. However in the context of several views of 
one model, OCL expressions have the major limitation to have only one context, 
which refer to only one model. Therefore, OCL cannot be used to express 
consistency across different models. 

Demuth et al. [27] [26] also proposed an approach of inconsistency checking 
based on UML. They express and manage OCL constraints on a metamodel and 
ensure their verification on model instances. The approach also enables the 
constraints to co-evolve along the metamodel evolution. The use of OCL has 
been mainly validated by CASE tool and Cabot [19]. OCL is already used to 
express consistency of OMG metamodels. 
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6.2.2.3. XML 
 
An inconsistency management tool that targets XML documents is XLinkit. 

XLinkit [86] strongly relies on XSLT, Xlink and XPath to detect inconsistencies. 
XLinkit targets multi-documents. It allows building Xlinks between and within 
them. A base of Xlinks is then produced and maintained to link elements across 
the model. Thanks to such a base, it is then possible to check relations between 
the linked elements using XPath queries. 

To our knowledge, the XLinkit framework has been subject to a strong 
validation of the use of XML for the detection and the diagnosis of 
inconsistencies. As all documents that need to be checked must entirely be 
downloaded on the same machine when a check is required, the check is quite 
slow. Further, there is no validation regarding the completeness of the approach. 
However, it seems that XLinkit has the same expressivity than OCL. 

6.2.2.4. Programming Language (Java) 
 
Alexander Egyed proposes a Java based framework that deals with 

inconsistency detection and diagnosis [31]. In this framework, the inconsistency 
rules are black boxes developed in java. The checker just runs the rules on the 
model and they return inconsistent model elements. This framework has been 
developed on top of the CASE tool Rational Rose. 

The framework also monitors the rules during their execution in order to 
observe what model elements are browsed. For each rule, the set of browsed 
model element is then stored in a rule scope. Thanks to such a concept, the 
framework can automatically run a rule each time the model elements of its 
scope are modified, making the framework incremental and very efficient.  

Egyed has provided a full validation of its framework. It turned out that the 
framework is one of the fastest ever published for inconsistency detection. 
However it also is the most memory consuming, the approach cannot scale up to 
huge models because it needs to store scopes in active memory at all times. 
Further, as the framework is based on a programming language, the Egyed's 
Framework can support all kinds of inconsistencies. Recently, Reder and Egyed 
[94] proposed an incremental consistency checking approach that is automated 
to re-validate the affected consistency rules. 

6.2.2.5. Editing Operation 
 
Praxis is an approach that deals with the detection and the diagnosis of 

inconsistencies but that represents models as sequences of unitary model editing 
operations [14]. The formalism does not require the use of a unique metamodel, 
it allows for many models with many metamodels to be used at the same time. 
Praxis has four elementary operators inspired from MOF namely:  

 create(me,mc) creates a model element me as an instance of the meta-
class mc. A model element can be created if and only if it does not already 
exist in the model; 

 delete(me) deletes a model element me. A model element can be deleted 
if and only if it exists in the model and it is not referenced by any other 
model element; 

 setProperty(me,p,Values) assigns a set of Values to the property p of the 
model element me; 
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 setReference(me,r,References) assigns a set References to the reference 
r of the model element me. 
 

In Praxis, inconsistencies are specified using first order logic over the 
sequence of unitary model editing operations. Moreover, Praxis allows for static 
analysis of the inconsistency rules that allow determining for each unitary 
modification the rules for which the consistency value can change. 

In [38] the authors proposed an incremental inconsistencies detection 
approach that only consumes a small amount of memory. Thus, it scales better 
to large models with many consistency rules. The use of static information 
making the detection incremental speeds up inconsistency detection during 
model evolution. 

6.2.2.6. Merge-Based Consistency Check  
 
A special approach towards identifying inconsistencies is applied within the 
TReMer+ framework [100]. Here the consistency check is applied by merging the 
respective models and applying the consistency check within the resulting new 
model. The merge is applied with the help of a special interconnection diagram.  
 
The advantage of this approach is that a special additional set of inconsistencies 
can be detected. These are inconsistencies that do not occur between two, but 
three or more models, only. The following figure from [100] shows an example for 
such a situation: here only the combination of the three models reveals that there 
is a circular inheritance.  
 

 

Figure 16 Example for inconsistency between three models 

 

6.2.3. Resolution and Handling of Inconsistencies 
 
There are diverse approaches for the handling and resolution of 

inconsistencies ranging from graph grammar based approaches via model 
synchronization to the use of programming languages. 

 

6.2.3.1. Graph Grammar 
 
In [83], Mens and al. propose an approach to resolve model inconsistencies. 

This approach makes use of graph transformation rules for expressing both 
detection of inconsistencies and resolution of inconsistencies. A detection rule is 
a graph transformation rule where the left hand side specifies the configuration of 
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inconsistent model element and where the right hand side specifies a marker that 
will be part of the model, identifying that the model is inconsistent (see 
subsection 3.2.1). A resolution is a graph transformation rule too. Its left hand 
side specifies the marker of an inconsistency detection rule and its right hand 
side specifies the resolution. 

Thanks to this use of graph transformation, it is possible to run graph 
transformation rules in order to identify inconsistencies (marker will then be part 
of the model). If markers are present in a model, it is then possible to run again 
the graph transformation rules that will fix them. 

Authors propose to define more than one resolution rule for each detection 
rule. The idea is to provide more than one resolution strategies for each 
inconsistency. In their validation, authors propose to ask the user to identify 
which one of the strategy to execute. 

Authors also present how to ensure the quality of rules using critical pair static 
analysis. This analysis proves that (1) the application of a grammar rule prevents 
the application of another one, and (2) that the application of a rule enables the 
application of another one. Apply on detection and resolution rules, this analysis 
proves that (1) the resolution rule prevent the application of the detection (hence, 
the resolution is correct), (2) the detection rule enables the application of a 
resolution rule. Moreover, this analysis highlights the fact that a resolution rule 
can sometimes enable other detection rules, making cycles in the detection and 
the resolution process. This way critical pair analysis can be used to 
systematically ensure the correctness of rules. 

 

6.2.3.2. Model Synchronization 
 
Model synchronization approaches deal with the question how consistency 

between or more models can be maintained, when changes occurred to one of 
the models. Antkiewicz et al. classify and discuss trade-offs of different 
theoretically possible forms of model synchronizations. For example they 
differentiate between unidirectional and bi-directional synchronizations [5]. Diskin 
presents an algebraic framework for model synchronization tools [28]. 

A concrete approach towards model synchronization is implemented by Triple 
Graph Grammars (TGGs) [66], which derive from graph grammars. TGGs allow 
defining model transformations that keep consistent both source and target 
models. This kind of transformations assures that a change to the source will 
impact the target and that a change to the target will impact the source. The 
formalism allows to automatically maintaining consistency of source and target 
model. Furthermore, as this formalism keeps track of the changes, it therefore 
can be used to keep track of inconsistencies. Giese and Wagner describe an 
incremental approach towards synchronization with TGGs. The advantage of 
their approach is that only potentially affected parts of a model are reestablished 
after a change in the connected model [47]. Performance measures that show 
the applicability of incremental TGGs for run-time monitoring have been 
published by Vogel et al. [116]. In [88] it is studied how TGGs can be used to 
ensure that constraints holding for the source model will also hold for the target 
model.  

Macedo et al. follow another approach towards model synchronization (which 
they call “bi-directional transformations”): the use of lenses. Lenses are special 
transformations that can be applied to gain a new view on a model (e.g. by 
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abstracting away details). In [78] an approach is presented that implements a 
“least-change” strategy in order to resolve conflicts that occur when both models 
had been changed. 

6.2.3.3. Programming Language 
 
Egyed propose an extension to its framework that deals / fix resolution of 

inconsistencies [33, 32]. With the hypothesis that each inconsistency can be 
resolve by modifying elements that belongs to the rule scope, it becomes 
possible to enumerate all the possible modifications of a scope to find a 
resolution for the corresponding inconsistency. The main limitation to this 
approach is that even if the hypothesis holds in general, the modification of one 
scope inevitably modifies others, and so can introduce new inconsistencies. 

 

6.2.3.4. Editing Operation 
 
Da Silva et al. [106] proposed a method of to handle inconsistencies by 

automatically generating a repair plan. It is based on Praxis, therefore, a repair 
plan is a sequence of operations. In order to compute a repair plan, the authors 
used a search algorithm to find an optimized one among all possible plans. It is 
interesting when detecting inconsistencies to be able to find the cause of an 
inconsistency and try either to resolve it automatically, or to provide guidance to 
a user so he/she may resolve it manually.   

6.2.4. Summary 
In the table below, we summarize the different approaches based on the criteria 
we mentioned before. 

Approach Inconsist
ency 
detection 

Inconsisten
cy 
resolution 

Performan
ce or 
efficiency 
evaluation 
available 

Incremental Supported 
languages 

Available Type of 
reduction 

Mens et. al 
[83] √ √ (by 

applying pre-
defined 
resolution 
rules) 

- - - Subset of 
UML, Class 
and State 
diagrams 

OCL checker 
[27] [26] 

[19] [79] 

√ No ? √ [19] - ECORE, 
UML, 
Features 
model 

Egyed [31] 
[32]  

[33] [94]  

√ √ [33,32] √ √ [94] 

 

Rule and 
scope 
reduction 

UML 

Praxis [14] 

[106] [38] √ √ [106]  

 

√ √ Rule and 
scope 
reduction 

Metamodel 
independent 
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TReMer+ [100] 
√ - - - - proprietary 

Xlinkit [86] 
√ - √ - - XML 

TGGs [66] 
[47] [116] [88] (√) √ √ √ Scope 

reduction 
ECORE 

“Least-
change” 
lenses [78] 

(√) √ - √ ? ? 

Table 4 Summary of approaches for detection and resolution of inconsistencies between two 

models (√ = criterion fulfilled, √ [...] = criterion fulfilled for the listed approaches, (√) = criterion 
fulfilled indirectly, - = criterion not fulfilled, ? = not enough information available for rating) 

 
All the identified approaches that deal with the detection and the diagnosis of 

inconsistency quite share the same principles. They specify inconsistencies 
thanks to rules and make an analysis of the model in order to find sets of model 
element that match the rule. The returned sets then correspond to the diagnosis.  

Subsuming, the graph grammar based approaches have the advantage to 
support a formal definition of inconsistency rules (for structural inconsistency rule 
only), but suffers of complexity. The OCL approaches have the advantages to be 
based on a standard language and to have nice performances. However, these 
approaches have the drawback of the single context. The programming language 
approaches have the main advantage to be efficient but have the disadvantage 
to be not standard. The XML approaches are complete for the expression of 
inconsistency detection rules. Finally, Praxis has the advantage to be complete 
and efficient but is not based on a standard. 

Regarding the resolution and the tracking of inconsistencies, we have 
identified quite different approaches. The graph grammar one considers that 
resolutions have to be statically specified and are dependent to exactly one 
inconsistency detection rule. The programming language one considers that 
resolution can be automatically computed at runtime for each inconsistency. In 
general all automated approaches to inconsistency resolution are restricted. Most 
approaches suffer of the same drawback that is to not support cycles of 
resolution / detection. Further, even TGGs have their limitations, when the 
inconsistency is a result of the parallel application of changes in both models. 

6.3. (In)Consistency Management across Multiple System 
Models and Artifacts 

 
So far we discussed approaches that deal with the question how inconsistency 
between two models or between a model and its meta-model can be ensured. 
However, in practice not only two models or artifacts are in use, but multiple 
artifacts.  
 
Model management deals with the question how different models are interrelated 
and can be managed. In this context, megamodels are used to explicitly capture 
the involved models and their relations. Such relations between models are often 
a result form manual or automated manipulation of models. Consequently, the 
automated capturing of relations between models during development is a task of 
tracing. 
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In the following, research approaches and prototypes for megamodels are 
presented. Afterwards, an overview on approaches for automated derivation of 
traces between models is given. Finally, it is shown how these approaches might 
be used for inconsistency resolution.  
 

6.3.1. Megamodels and Captured Relations 
 
Megamodels are models that capture other models and their interrelations. There 
exist diverse megamodel approaches as summarized in [51], where three basic 
types of captured relations are differentiated: Overlap-relations describe that two 
models overlap in content. This can for example be horizontal and vertical 
relations. Model-operation-relations are used to represent that a specific model 
operation (e.g. a transformation, a check, or a code generation) has been 
executed or will be executed between two or more models (or even on a single 
model). Thus, model-operation-relations represent activities that might lead or 
might already have led to a vertical or horizontal relationship of models or other 
artifacts. Finally, there is a group of static relations, which are for example the 
“conforms-to”-relation between a model and it’s metamodel. 
 
Some megamodel approaches cover only subsets of the possible relations. 
Further they differ in the question whether they are hierarchical (e.g., whether 
they capture not only models and their relations, but also model elements and 
their relations to model elements in other models) [51].   
 
In context of inconsistency management, megamodels might be used for as a 
catalog of available models and their relations, only. These megamodels can be 
used for prediction of inconsistencies (also referred to as impact analysis). In the 
following different megamodel approaches are presented.  
 
Seibel et al. present a prototype for hierarchical megamodels [103]. Their 
megamodel allows for all different types of relations. Overlap relations are 
represented in form of “fact links”, while model operation are presented as 
“obligation links”. Relations can be established between different hierarchical 
layers (e.g. a relation between a model element and a model is possible). The 
megamodel is adapted to the current situation, in terms of status information 
about model changes.  
 
Perovich et al. present an approach to use megamodels as a global view on the 
architecture. Within the megamodel, they represent architectural design 
decisions as transformations [89].  
 
A megamodel approach with a quite different motivation was introduced by Favre 
[39, 40]. He uses megamodels to reason about different strategies (pattern) to 
use models in MDE. Therefore, static relations and model operation relations are 
used. 
 
Salay et al. introduces a megamodel approach under the name “macromodels” 
[101]. Similar to Seibel et al.’s approach [103], relations between different levels 
of hierarchy are allowed. However, only overlap relations and static relations are 
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captured in these models. The macromodels are used to capture the current 
state of development and to check whether requirements of the structure of 
development artifacts are fulfilled. Further, they present an eclipse based 
prototype for macromodels which is called MCAST. 
 
A further megamodel approach that allows relations between different levels of 
hierarchy is the Model Management Framework (MOM) [11]. This approach is 
used to capture the current situation of development by monitoring changes in 
the eclipse workspace. Further, the eclipse based prototype can be extended 
with adapters that allow triggering different model transformation tools via the 
framework. So far, adapters for ATL, Jet, and XPand exist. 
 
Finally, a megamodel approach with a commonly accessible prototype is AM3 
(AtlanMod MegaModel Management) [8], [122], [2]. The prototype bases on 
Eclipse. The megamodels can be used to capture all three basic types of 
relations. Similar to the MOM Framework [11], AM3 adapts the megamodel 
automatically to changes in the models. 
 
Following table provides an overview of the different megamodel approaches: 
 

Approach Relations 
between 
models 
and model 
elements 
allowed 

Support 
for all 
three 
basic 
relation 
types 

Allows 
registration 
and 
execution of 
automated 
operations 
on models  

Automated 
update of 
megamodel, 
when 
captured  
models 
change 

Prototype 
exists 

Prototype 
publicly 
available 

Seibel et al. 
[103] √ √ √ √ √ - 

Perovich et 
al. [89] - √ - √ ? - 

Favre [39] 
[40] - - - - ? - 

Salay et al. 
[101] √ - - - √ - 

MOM [11] 
√ √ √ √ √ - 

AM3 [8] 
[122] [2] - √ - √ √ √ 

Table 5 Summary of megamodel approaches (√ = criterion fulfilled, - = criterion not 
fulfilled, ? = not enough information available for rating) 

 

6.3.2. Automated Trace Derivation 
 
While megamodels can be used to represent relationships between models and 
other artifacts, there is the question how the represented information about 
relationships stems from. Research on automated detection of traceability links 
deals with this question.  
 
Basically there are two approaches to retrieve traceability links (or relation 
between models) automatically: tracking of automated activities and static retro-
perspective derivation of traceability links. 
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6.3.2.1. Comparison Criteria 
 
The approaches will be compared concerning their abilities, preconditions, and 
limitations. This includes the question, whether an approach is able to retrieve 
traceability information from both, manual and automated development activities 
(“ability to capture results of manual and automated activities”). Also the 
granularity of the captured traceability information differs. Thus, it is interesting 
whether an approach can derive traceability information between models, only or 
also on the level of model elements (“ability to capture traceability information on 
model elements”).  
 
Further, some approaches are capable of creating traceability links in an 
incremental manner. This means that the mechanism updates only a subset of 
the existing trace information, based on the question, what models or even model 
elements changed. Thus, the traceability information is maintained with minimal 
effort. “Incremental derivation of traceability information” is interesting for 
inconsistency management, since it allows efficiently maintaining traceability 
information during development, where artifacts and models change regularly. 
 
Approaches also differ concerning their preconditions. Some approaches need to 
be integrated into development tools (“requires integration with development 
tools”), while other approaches can only work well when models and other 
artifacts are enriched with text, such as comments (“requires text annotations 
within artifacts”). 
 
Finally, some approaches cannot provide guarantees for the correctness of the 
retrieved information. Here approaches have the limitation that they need to 
trade-off between precision, i.e. the question whether all retrieved traceability 
links are correct, and recall, i.e. the question whether all necessary traceability 
links have been identified (“need to trade-off between precision and recall”). 
 

6.3.2.2. Derivation by Tracking 
 
Three different ways to approach derivation of traceability information by tracking 
can be found in literature. 
 
The first and most common approach is to derive traceability information by 
tracking the execution of automated activities. As a result such approaches 
create traceability information between the consumed and produced or 
manipulated models or other artifacts. In the following, examples for these 
approaches are presented.  
 
A theoretical approach towards traceability extraction form the execution of 
transformations was presented as part of the MODELWARE project by 
Walderhaug et al. [118]. Examples for frameworks that create traceability links 
between consumed and produced artifacts when automated activities are 
executed have been presented by Falleri et al. [38], Boronat et al. (MOMENT 
Framework) [15], Jouault et al. [60, 61], Seibel et al. [104, 105], and Barbero et 
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al. (AM3 framework) [8, 122]. 
 
Finally, the Model Management Framework presented by Beyhl et al. is capable 
of extracting traceability links between model elements based on monitoring of 
executions of automated activities. This is reached, by the used of transformation 
tool adapters that trigger and monitor the transformation execution. The adapters 
collect (as far as possible for the different transformation tools) fine granular 
traceability information from the tools and translate them to standardized 
traceability links for the framework [11]. Also the TRACES approach that is 
presented by Aleksy et al. can create traces between model elements [1]. 
However, the approach creates traceability links between models elements and 
code during code generation, and is thus, not generally applicable. The prototype 
bases on OMEGA, which in turn is implemented by a set of Eclipse plugins. 
 
A limitation of all the approach to track automated activities is that model 
relationships that result from manual activities cannot be captured. 

 
A second tracking approach is to integrate the creation of traces into the process 
of committing to a versioning system. The UNICASE Trace Client is a 
prototypical implementation of this approach [25]. Here the system proposes to 
associate a commit with one or more requirements. When the developer agrees, 
traces are created between these requirements and the artifacts for which 
changes are committed. What requirements are proposed is guessed by the 
system depending on what requirements had been opened with the 
corresponding editor. The advantage of this approach is that relationships 
resulting from automated and manual activities can be captured. However, a 
limitation is that the granularity of the traces depends on the frequency of 
commits. Further, the tracing targets requirements, only. Inconsistency 
management between, e.g. two models cannot be supported by this approach.  

 
A third approach is to embed the tracing deep into the modeling tool. Here the 
model elements have unique identifiers. In case that a model element (e.g. an 
object) already existing in one diagram (e.g. within an object diagram) and shall 
be modeled within a new diagram (e.g. sequence diagram), the modeling tool 
does not create a new diagram element but proposes to reuse of the existing 
one. This way, fine granular traces of manual activities can be created between 
elements of different diagrams. However, a limitation of this approach is that it 
needs to be embedded into the modeling tool. Existing tool chains cannot easily 
be adapted to this approach. A commercial tool that implements this approach is 
MID model warehouse [29]. 
 

6.3.2.3. Retrospective Derivation 

 
There are two groups of approaches for retrospective derivation of traceability 
links: rule base approaches and approaches that use information retrieval 
methods.  
 
Rule based approaches rely on simple rules that specify how traceability links are 
to be extracted on the basis of given models. Such rules might for example 
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concern the names of model elements or identifiers. However, there is the risk 
that the rules are fulfilled by random structures in the models, e.g. two 
developers might randomly have chosen similar names within their models. 
Examples for such approaches have been presented by Jirapanthong et al. [59] 
and Ivkovic et al. [56].  
 
An incremental rule based approach was published by Seibel et al. in [103]. Here 
so called fact-links are automatically re-established, when models changed. This 
way the analysis does not need to be repeated on the whole set of models.  
 
The idea to apply information retrieval methods bases on the fact that software 
artifacts, such as source code, often include huge amounts of text data, such as 
comments. Most of the approaches provide an initial creation of traceability links, 
only. Examples have been published by Antoniol et al. [3, 4], Asuncion et al. [6], 
Cleland-Huang et al. [23], and De Lucia et al [76, 75]. Jirapanthong present an 
approach that base on latent semantic indexing (LSI) [59]. Finally, Jiang et al. 
present an incremental LSI approach for the derivation of traceability links [57]. 
An overview about recent information retrieval methods that are used for 
traceability management was published by De Lucia et al. [77]. A limitation of 
these approaches is that they rely on text data, while models often do not contain 
as many comments as source code.  

 

In general, retrospective approaches have the advantage that static information 
is required, only. Consequently, they can be applied without the need to integrate 
them into development tools or frameworks.  
 
However, a disadvantage of these approaches is that their results remain 
approximations. Mostly, these approaches need to trade-off between precision 
(i.e. the question whether all identified traces are actually correct) and recall (i.e. 
the question whether all traces of interest are resolved).  

6.3.2.4. Summary 

To summarize all approaches have their advantages and limitations. While it is 
difficult to retrieve detailed traceability links between model elements or 
traceability links about manual activities by tracking, the retro-perspective 
approach has disadvantages concerning the reachable correctness of the 
information.   
 
An approach that might enable tracking of manual activities in future was 
presented by Roehm and Maalej [96]. They proposed the derivation of 
developers’ activities on the basis of observable low-level effects, such as 
opening of a file. 
 
The following Table summarizes the results. 
 

Approach Ability to 
capture 
results of 
manual and 

Ability to 
capture 
traceabilit
y informa-

Incremen-
tal deriva-
tion of 
traceability 

Requires 
integra-
tion with 
develop-

Requires 
text 
annota-
tions 

Need to 
trade-off 
between 
preci-
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automated 
activities  

tion on 
model 
elements 

informa-
tion  

ment 
tools 

within 
artifacts 

sion and 
recall 

Tracking 
automated 
activities [11] [8] 

[122] [105] [104] [15] [1] 
[37] [60] [61] [118] 

- √  [11] [1] √ √ - - 

Trace Creation by 
Enriching Commits 
[25] 

√ - √ √ - - 

Trace Creation by 
Modelling [29] 

 

√ √ √ √ - - 

Rule Based 
Derivation 
[103] [105] [59] [56] 

√ √ √ [103] [105] - - √ 

Information 
Retrieval [3], [4], [6], 

[23], [76], [75], [57], [59] 

√ √ √ [57] - √ √ 

Roehm and Maalej 
[96] √ ? ? ? - ? 

Table 6 Summary of approaches for automated derivation of traceability information (√ = criterion 

fulfilled, √ [...] = criterion fulfilled for the listed approaches, - = criterion not fulfilled, ? = not enough 
information available for rating) 

 

6.3.3. Inconsistency Resolution  

As mentioned in Section 9.1 there are some approaches that coordinate 
inconsistency management across multiple models.  
  
The first one to mention here is the megamodel approach of Seibel et al. [103]. 
Here the concept of obligation links is introduced. Obligation links are actually 
model transformations or synchronizations that are defined between two models. 
When one of the models changes the megamodel automatically executes the 
model operation that is associated to the obligation link in order to reestablish 
consistency. This way also multiple obligation links might trigger each other.  
 
Finally, Steudel et al. go a step further by respecting the fact that manual 
activities are executed in between transformations. They present a build server 
for continuous integration in context of MDE [110]. The build server incrementally 
and partially re-executes enabled transformations within complex transformation 
chains. Thereby the need to re-execute manual activities is automatically 
detected, too. Outdated results of manual activities are no longer used for the 
build process. 
 
For both approaches prototypes have been presented that are unfortunately not 
publicly available.  
 

Approach Incremental re-
establishment of 
consistency 

Intermediate manual 
activities considered 

Flexible direction of 
change propagation 
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Seibel et al. [103] 
√ - √ 

Steudel et al. [110] 
√ √ - 

Table 7 Summary of approaches for multi-model management of inconsistency resolution (√ = 
criterion fulfilled, - = criterion not fulfilled) 

 

6.3.4. Conclusion and Open Challenges 
 
To summarize, there is a group of already quite sophisticated prototypes for 
capturing megamodels, and with it managing relations between models.   
 
Even more approaches for the automated derivation of model relationships or 
traces have been proposed. However, all these approaches have their 
advantages and limitations. So far, no approach has been implemented that 
allows derivation of traceability links of the basis of automated and manual 
activities without getting problems with precision and recall of the results. These 
issues, however, make it questionable whether the traceability links can be used 
for automated resolution of inconsistency.  
 
Finally, the research on management of inconsistency resolution among a set of 
multiple models is still very young and only some approaches have been 
published so far.  Only one of the approaches [103] is not specific to mainly 
vertical relations, i.e. allows the integration of model synchronization techniques 
which can be executed without a predefined direction of inconsistency resolution. 
However, many challenges remain open. While inconsistency resolutions can 
already be propagated via multiple artifacts, conflicts that might arise between 
different resolution mechanisms are so far not handled. 
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7. Conclusion 
 
Metamodels are often used to specify modeling languages, and such languages 
consist of much more than just the corresponding metamodels. In fact there are 
several other artifacts that are strongly interrelated with the metamodel. For 
example, additional constraints can be defined on a given metamodel. 
Furthermore, editors that enable the creation of the associated models most 
often directly depend on the metamodels. Finally, all automations during the 
MDE-based process, from code generation and interpretation via automated 
(consistency) checks to model transformations, strongly depend and rely on the 
metamodels. If now a metamodel has to be extended or more generally evolves, 
not only the models that are instances of the evolved metamodel get 
inconsistent, but also all the other artifacts that are related to the metamodel.  
 
Thus, being able to deal efficiently with both (meta)model extension and 
corresponding artifacts’ coherence management is fundamental in any process 
involving the use of models. However, the state of the art that has been 
presented and detailed in this document shows that some of the related 
challenges are only partly addressed in the literature or by available standards, 
tools and frameworks so far.  
 
Concerning (meta)model extension, one key aspect is the genericity of the 
mechanism (in the sense of metamodel-independence here). Not only one 
specific metamodel (e.g. UML) has to be fitted with extension support, but ideally 
all of them.  
Another important point is related to the base capabilities of the extension 
mechanism: 

 What is the minimum set of strictly needed extension operators? 

 Should we sometimes allow less-constrained or even “free” extension 
(e.g. introducing the notion of partial conformance)? 

 Does extension have to be static (e.g. manually defined), dynamic (e.g. 
computed at runtime) or hybrid? 

Associated to all these previous aspects, there is an evident lack of consensus 
and commonly agreed techniques to deal with (meta)model extension. For 
instance, there are several standards with “specified” extension mechanisms but 
no corresponding reference implementations (e.g. BPMN or TOGAF). Which 
(model-based) technique(s) should be actually used in that context? Shouldn’t 
we also inspire from other computer science major areas having some kind of 
similar issues in the past, such as databases for instance? 
 
Directly linked to this extension problem is the challenging task of co-evolution of 
existing models according to the evolving (extended) metamodel. There are 
many approaches that aim at automating the co-evolution of models, based on 
given co-evolution strategies. Partly, there are even approaches that 
automatically generate such co-evolution strategies based on changes in the 
metamodel. However, these approaches still have several significant limitations. 
Especially, when new concepts are added to a metamodel (construction 
changes), automated co-evolution reaches its limits. Furthermore, the actual 
needs for co-evolving constraints on the evolved metamodel and transformations 
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that consume or produce instances of this metamodel have already been 
identified in the literature. However, so far only few approaches aim at (partially) 
supporting these needs.   
Finally, the state of the art in this document also revealed a lack of mechanisms 
that aim at coordinating inconsistency resolution mechanisms, when applied on 
multiple related pairs of both models and development artifacts. 

 
Some of these identified open challenges will be further studied in L1.3, 
according notably to the industrial requirements from the concrete use cases to 
be presented in L1.2. They will guide and motivate future research on metamodel 
extension and evolution/coherence mechanisms within the MoNoGe project.   
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